
MAGALIESBURG DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE (MDI)

INTRODUCTION

The recently launched  Magaliesburg Development Initiative (MDI) is a combination 
of technical and professional input based on an approved municipal precinct plan , a 
deliberate emphasis on the need to foster community spirit and to ensure cross 
sectoral integration .  

During a community work session facilitated by Akanya Development Solutions on 
behalf of Ranyaka in Magaliesburg on 10 November 2012, the community used a 
asset and resources identification methodology to identified viable projects and 
initiatives. Apart from utilizing specific methodologies , the main purpose of the work 
session was to assist the community in sharing their different social and cultural 
experiences. Some of the participating community members came from underdevel-
oped settlements in the village whilst others are from more privileged backgrounds. 
It was therefore important that the sessions built a sense of community identity, and 
belonging and respect for different cultures, background and beliefs.

Since November 2012 a number of bilateral and community meetings have been 
held. Various voluntary project teams were established under the MDI umbrella and 
a number of project business cases are currently being developed in terms of job 
creation, place-making, social and youth development, food production and green-
ing. 

All of the above are done in terms of a shared vision of creating a resilient, high 
quality eco-friendly destination. 

VISION

 Create a high-quality and attractive destination ( tourism and job creation)
 Look after the natural resources (tourism and job creation)
 Promote sustainable food production (social development, job creation, tourism)
 Support resilient communities (social development, safety, job creation)
 Promote high quality education and skills development destination (social devel-
opment, job creation, tourism)

OUTCOMES

By realising the vision, the outcomes of economic development and growth, improve-
ment in living conditions, skills development and community involvement should be 
achieved.

Some of the participants at the MDI work session

DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES

 Arts and Craft Centre activities
 Community Gardens and small scale agriculture
 Upgrade of town centre, sidewalks, community gardens and cleaning of riv-
ers

 Station regeneration
 Linen co-operation
 Instant grass and golf course
 Botshabelo Community Home Based Care
 Mountain biking in town
 Sport, recreation and education



Example of a basic Box structure

800 m

DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES

1. The Box

The aim of the Box youth development initiative is to provide the youth of the 
neglected area in Magaliesburg with resources and facilities that can build their 
capacity to access opportunities.  The Box comprises an inexpensive off-the-grid 
structure with a high architectural quality to strengthen the aesthetic quality of the 
entire neighbourhood. 

It is a green structure incorporating the use of waste and eco-friendly material 
such as shipping containers and solar panels as its energy source. It is a shared 
innovation space where information can be accessed, youth functions can be held 
and where other initiatives e.g. sustainable food production can be showcased. 

Initial discussions with the Magaliesburg Development Youth Forum have been 
completed and a proposed site identified.

2. Family Park

The family park will integrate the envisaged station development and the existing 
developments in the village of Magaliesburg. It will comprise a natural park setting 
with clearly delineated picnic spots, children’s adventure zones, sculpture areas 
and walking trails. The conceptual designs will be done by a group of volunteer 
landscape architects from the area. The design is to be launched for input during 
a village wine festival being held in September 2013.

3. Food Production

The establishment of community level and small-scale farming activities is a 
logical extension of the already existing commercial farming activities in the 
Magaliesburg area. A small group of community members that is already busy 
with food production activities has been identified and land is being committed for 
the project. The intention is to train participants in sustainable food production 
methods and establish local market linkages with hotels and lodges in the area. 
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4. Place Making

One of the key aspects of the Magaliesburg initiative is to create more jobs by more 
people visiting the area. However, in order to bring more tourists and visitors to 
Magaliesburg, the town needs to offer a more inviting experience – one which 
incorporates streetscape elements, streets and sidewalks, benches, lights, gardens, 
walls etc. The intention for Magaliesburg is to:

 Establish entrance points (gateways and landmarks) for the village of Magalies-
burg and the wider tourism region;

 Upgrade and landscape sidewalks and road reserves;
 Protect and enhance scenic, historic and cultural resources in the area;
 Clean up the existing green spaces and riverways;
 Identify a theme that can comprise a number of different elements, applied at 

different places in the community; and
 Improve the general maintenance of the area.

5. Youth Workshops

A very important part of the MDI is to capacitate community members for real 
participation in the development of Magaliesburg. The first youth workshop has been 
completed during July with emphasis on their role within the development of the 
community as well as their own development and growth.
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PROCESSES AND TOOLS

1. Building collaboration

The current process is designed to be locally inclusive to ensure that all stakeholders 
can contribute optimally. Government, community processes and interest groups 
initiatives are left intact and the Magaliesburg development initiative process is a 
background driven process that follows a shared space and platform approach that 
is guided by development and innovation principles and not the logistics of a typical 
process driven arrangement.

The above approach is bias towards action and implementation. It is an attempt to 
develop an outline to understand and support the tensions that exist when several 
groups come together and promote e.g.:

 Joint fundraising
 Shared resources and services
 Innovation and continuous research and development
 Coordination of strategy and policy positions

2. Community Investment Plan

The intention is to develop a living planning and development process; one that is 
not based on only compliance to legislation. 

This process and model (Community Investment Platform - CIP) developed by 
Ranyaka facilitate the development of Social Labour Plans, Community/Ward Based 
Planning and Corporate Social Investment initiatives.

The CIP wraps initiatives and projects into a consolidated bundle, making it easier for 
participants to see the entire development picture and to handle its management. The 
platform serves to streamline donor and partner actions and to integrate these with 
government planning and budgeting processes. The CIP comprises a strong visual 
element that facilitates community building, creates a sense of place, promotes 
area-based economic interventions and allows communities and partners to visualise 
future development options. It also enhances communication and the identification of 
resources across various sectors and assists the community and development 
partners in choosing the most appropriate avenues for development.
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2. Community Investment Plan (cont.)

The current basic model must be developed into a community devel-
opment portal that is kept “alive” by local input in the context of 
government and corporate support.
In short the CIP: 

 Is a place/area  based approach.
 Provides a strategic developmental context to projects and initia-
tives.

 Enhances multi-sectoral understanding and decision-making 
through powerful visualization. 

 Is a basis for community-based planning and resource identifica-
tion process.

 Promotes alignment between private sector and 
government/municipal initiatives.

 Supports and enhance the implementation of broader initiatives in 
a local context, e.g. general CSI initiatives, the mining charter, 
financial charter, etc. 

3. Implementation Mechanisms

There are today a number of approaches to pursue growth and devel-
opment including:

 Various legal/business entities to act as drivers of development i.e. 
companies, co-operations, CBOs, trusts, etc. They all require com-
plying with legislation and government policies and priorities.

 Other legal issues for example ownership, contracts, land use rights, 
etc.

 Marketing and branding.
 Implementation agencies that address e.g. precinct management, 
urban management. 

To find a locally-based solution within the context of existing legislation 
will require new and inventive approaches. The challenge is not only to 
find individual sector related mechanisms but to develop a systems and 
network of mechanisms that are supporting each other and contribute to 
strong network links.

4. Multi Sectoral Funding Model

Communities are part of a multi sectoral development system that requires different types of inter-
ventions and investments . 

Ranyaka has developed an Investment Indicator that assists communities, government and private 
sector to identify the most appropriate type of investment in the context of other  funding efforts. 
Creating an integrated net of investment and funding that guard against well intended but single 
sector vision efforts. It is believed that an integrated and multi sectoral funding model is a more sus-
tainable way to deal with the development of communities and the systems they are part of.


